Clash at la Croix des Sept Coeurs
Lt. Elmer Miller completed emplacing his ATG in the woods to cover the road running thru the
center of his platoon’s position. To cover the left flank (north) approach from around the bocage to his
front he placed his bazooka team. With only 2 squads there was not enough infantry to provide
security. He placed his HQ, HMG, and one squad along the bocage to the east and one squad along the
road at the bocage to provide security between the two positions.

For daylight, the forces were sufficient to cover the sector Lt. Miller was given, but with night fall
and reduced visibility infantry could be on top of any of the positions in a manner of minutes. All units
had established fire zones to cover the likely approaches. The units along the bocage line had setup in
the bocage for maximum concealment, except 2nd squad that
setup along the border of the road and bocage. Several
alternate foxholes were prepared if some shifting to the east in
the bocage line was needed. Everyone was on edge as the
occasional artillery landed to the front. Although, vehicle
movement was heard it was difficult to determine in what
direction, only that it was not behind Lt Miller’s positions.

Two Perspectives

…..
1st Squad at the east end of the bocage was the first to detect movement and then a squad
walked right into 1st squad’s fire zone. The squad opened up and inundated the fire zone with telling
effect. 1st squad prepared to move to the alternate position at the end of the bocage when it was hit
with fire from two locations in the woods to the front.
Taking casualties and stunned by the attack, the move
was delayed long enough for the Germans to double
time a LMG team around the end of the bocage and take
cover in the convenient foxhole. Lt Miller noting several
other areas of movement beyond the woods and the fire
from the woods moved to his alternate foxhole to cover
1st squad’s withdrawal or move to its alternate.

A smoke grenade arced out of the woods and fell between the woods and the bocage blocking
spotting from the HMG to the west up the bocage. The German LMG team charged out of the foxhole
straight at 1st squad who was tangled up in the bocage and taking fire from the woods (the smoke
effectively isolated 1st squad from supporting fire.

As the LMG team charged out of the foxhole, a smoke grenade
landed at their feet and spreading out behind, silhouetting them. The
LMG team reached 1st squad and engaged in melee capturing the single
remaining US soldier.

To the front the US 50 cal HMG spotted a German halftrack just to the
right of their fire zone coming straight at them. Swinging slightly on the
mount the HMG engaged the halftrack stopping it in the open and noting
several figures dismounting.
Everyone along the bocage could now hear the sounds
of moving AFVs towards the east end of the bocage.
In the northwest, at the front of the woods, the
bazooka team watched the end of the bocage to their
front, the ATG crew tried to spot anything to the east
up to the road, and 2nd squad watched the road across
the opening between the bocages.
East end of bocage – Lt Miller being attacked by LMG
team. Two perspectives:

The LMG team jumped into melee at Lt Miller’s position and was wiped out. Another German
squad was climbing into the bocage to fire down into Miller’s foxholes, but too late to help the LMG
team.

The US HMG having exposed itself by firing on the halftrack started receiving fire from multiple points
including tank fire and suppressing the HMG for 6 APs. During that AP the HMG spotted an exposed
German squad about to enter the closer woods to the south, fired and missed. Meanwhile the tanks
and halftracks continued to stream unseen off the board to the southeast.

German movement across the board during the game.

As Lt Miller was repositioning to repel further assaults they were surprised to see a full squad
double timing at their position from the east following the LMG team. The HQ down a couple of men

volley fired into the mass, dropping some of the attackers, but not enough. When the melee completed
after 2 APs, Lt Miller and his HQ were wiped out.
By the second AP of the fifth turn, as the HMG crew got itself together and the 2nd Squad had
moved up the bocage along the road to its alternate position in a foxhole at the bocage corner, enough
German vehicles exited the board satisfying the Victory Conditions.

